
 
Corporate Stays Announces the Appointment of Ms Ana Valean as Corporate Housing 

Account Manager in Montreal 

 

January  7th, 2019 

*FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE* 

MONTREAL, QC - Corporate Stays is pleased to announce the appointment of Ms Ana Valean as 
Corporate Housing Account Manager in Montreal. In this role, she will be responsible for managing 
current accounts and also acquiring new ones.  

Ana has been working in the hospitality industry for the past 12 years. She completed a master in 
Eco-Management at the University of Minnesota and worked in the United States for many years. 
After completing a college degree in Hospitality Management.at College Lasalle, she started working 
as Front Desk at Trylon Apartments. Since then, she has been growing in her career having occupied 
the position of Business Developer at Trylon Apartment before moving to Corporate stays.  

“Corporate Stays is excited to welcome Ana to our Montreal team. With her experience and great customer 
focus, Ana is sure to contribute substantially to the continuous growth of our brand in Canada, especially in 
Montreal.” praised Chief Sales Officer, Frederic Aouad.  

For her part, Ana is excited about her newest challenge and is confident she will bring major growth 
to the company: “I know how to really connect with the customers and this transpires in my sales 
approach. I hope to generate and exceed quarterly revenue targets for Corporate Stays”. Ana also 
shares what she expects from the company. “I’m expecting a lot of collaboration, networking and new 
learnings”. 

About Corporate Stays 

Founded in 2008, Corporate Stays offers highly personalized corporate housing experiences for 
business travellers across the globe, including complimentary concierge and international guest 
support in their Signature Collection locations. A competent staff of expert corporate housing 
specialists and property partners work tirelessly to manage and maintain their variety of handpicked 
furnished apartments found across the globe, with acute attention to detail for each one. Every 
Corporate Stays location provides the highest tiers of comfort, amenities, and proximity, giving their 
guests a home-like experience. 
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